Wavelet transforms (WTs) are used in numerous signaland image-processing applications including compression, denoising, deblurring, sharpening, dequantization, interpolation, demosaicking, and waveform classification. WTs are based on signal analysis at several levels of resolution. In most applications, particularly those requiring that the transform is invertible, the resolution is doubled from one level to the next: the dilation factor is two and the WT is 'dyadic.' We have recently developed 1, 2 a new approach based on rational dilation factors of between one and two, where the resolution increases more gradually from one level to the next.
Figure 1. Analysis functions for the first few levels of (a) a dyadic orthonormal wavelet transform (WT) and (b) a rational wavelet frame (with a dilation factor of 4/3), where the duration and frequency change more gradually from one resolution level to the next.
vanishing-moment properties, useful for the construction of selfinverting rational wavelet frames, can be constructed by solving a polynomial-matrix spectral factorization 11 problem. The filters generate highly-differentiable analysis functions (see Figure 1 ) which cover the frequency domain more densely (see Figure 2) . The resulting frames perform well and are approximately shift invariant. They can also approximate continuous WTs (CWTs). Yet, unlike CWTs, they are easily and efficiently inverted.
Rational wavelet frames are also promising alternatives to the widely-used undecimated discrete WTs (UDWTs) or 'stationary' WTs. Such WTs are exactly shift invariant, easily invertible, can be implemented using filters designed for orthonormal WTs (i.e., Daubechies' filters can be applied), and reliably improve the performance of wavelet-based signal-processing algorithms compared with orthonormal WTs. However, UDWTs can be highly redundant: a J-level UDWT is J+1 times overcomplete. For very long signals and large images UDWTs may require more memory and computing time than is practical. On the other hand, the rational wavelet frame has a fixed redundancy rate independent on the number of levels, so it can be used to analyze large data sets without incurring these high memory and computingtime costs. (The redundancy does not increase with the number of levels either for dual-tree complex or partially-decimated WTs.) In addition, rational frames sample the time-frequency (T-F) plane more efficiently than UDWTs. As shown in Figure  1 , these frames oversample both the time and frequency axes of the T-F plane, whereas UDWTs oversample only the time axis (not shown).
Frames provide an efficient scheme for signal processing based on their T-F characteristics. Because the rational wavelet frame serves as an approximate CWT, analysis methods based on singularity detection and classification and wavelet skeletons, among others, can be employed in an analysis-synthesis mode because rational WTs are easily invertible. These frames may serve as a practical link between invertible discrete WTs and CWTs.
To design effective finite-impulse response (FIR) filters for the construction of rational wavelet frames, we need vanishing moments and regularity conditions and we seek the filters having the shortest time-domain responses. For a rational frame with dilation factor p/q, the vanishing-moment and regularity conditions can be satisfied by choosing a low-pass filter with a transfer function that has both zeros at the pth and qth roots of unity and a flat response at zero frequency.
To demonstrate the performance of rational wavelet frames we carried out a denoising experiment. We added unit-variance white Gaussian noise to a piecewise smooth signal of length
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Figure 4. Denoising results for the rational wavelet frame (with dilation factors of 3/2 and 4/3) and the undecimated discrete WT (UDWT). The curves show the root-mean-square (rms) error averaged over 100 realizations as a function of the threshold, T. Even though the rational wavelet frame is less redundant than the UDWT, it provides better performance.
2000, performed soft thresholding of the coefficients using several overcomplete transforms, and computed the root-meansquare (rms) error as a function of the threshold value. The overcomplete transforms used were the UDWT and rational wavelet frame with dilation factors of 3/2 and 4/3, respectively. The result (see Figure 4) indicates that the frame outperforms the UDWT, even though it is less redundant than the UDWT. By increasing the rational dilation factor to 4/3, and hence sampling the T-F plane more densely and making the transform more redundant (at a redundancy rate of about 4), we obtain even better performance. Although not shown, the orthonormal discrete WT performance is inferior to that of the UDWT.
In summary, we can construct overcomplete discrete WTs based on rational dilation factors that are efficiently implemented with FIR digital filter banks, easily invertible, designed according to vanishing-moment and regularity conditions, and approximately shift invariant. Moreover, because this type of overcomplete transform provides a dense sampling of the T-F plane, it may serve as an approximate CWT which, unlike most similar implementations, is exactly invertible and not as redundant. The transform may be useful for future applications that require tracking of signal features in the T-F plane and/or finer frequency analysis than those provided by the common dyadic WTs. 
